Language learning made fun:
The Quick-n-EZ story.
Quick-n-EZ Language
began when Founder and
CEO, Yogini Dahiwadkar,
was working to teach her
native language and culture
to her two young
daughters. She created the
innovative teaching
Yogini Dahiwadkar approach based on local
Founder/CEO
language references to more
eﬀectively teach sounds and pronunciation of
foreign letters based on words from the user’s
native tongue for maximum retention.
Founded in 2009, Quick-n-EZ Language
has already established a North American
product presence that includes 14 states
(from New York to California) and Canada.
Quick-n-EZ Language’s products, currently
sold on the web (www.Quick-n-EZ.com),
will soon be available
through select
bookstores, educational
stores and retail shops.
Designed for both athome and in-school
use (by pre schools,
daycare centers and
elementary schools),
colorful and
entertaining Quick-nEZ learning materials
are also welcomed by doctors, lawyers,
realtors, accountants and other professionals
whose oﬃces serve multicultural clienteles.

When learning is fun,
kids learn faster.
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Visit us today at:
www.Quick-n-EZ.com
or call 410-730-0667
for more information.
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Forging New Horizons in Lifetime Language Learning
Quick-n-EZ Language by
IndiToy, Inc., a worldwide
provider of educational
products and e-learning
services, takes an innovative,
scientiﬁc, and tested approach in developing a
suite of language learning products that support
persons of all ages in the search for global
economic and professional opportunity.

Key elements of the Quick-n-EZ
Language’s learning experience include:

e comprehensive
suite of products
oﬀered by Quick-nEZ Language,
including Alpha
Cards and a variety
of Alphabet Charts are
unique in that they enhance the language
learning process to enable children and adults
alike to recognize, read, write, and pronounce a
letter in Hindi or Marathi within an hour!

• Quick-n-EZ’s innovative website is a great tool for
users of all ages to successfully learn new languages.
It is packed with numerous applications to help the
learner master a new language, including voice
recording capability so the user can compare their
pronunciation to the correct sounds on the
website. e website also features unique

Innovative Teaching Method for
Maximum Eﬀectiveness.
Concentrating on building a strong foundation
of essential language skills that last a lifetime,
Quick-n-EZ Language’s products are developed
through a step-by-step process geared to
recognition, pronunciation and writing of letters–
the building blocks of any language, based on the
user’s local references and native tongue.

• Quick-n-EZ Language incorporates commonly
recognizable images from the user’s native (local)
language and uses the sounds in that native
language to increase recognition and proper
pronunciation of foreign language terms to engage
the user in the process and maximize the retention
potential of a foreign language.

vocabulary, sounds, and pictures which assist the
user with adding vowels to relevant consonant
sounds for accurate language mastery.
• Using a scientiﬁc
teaching process
that starts
with mastery of
letters to build
words and then
simple-to-complex sentences, Quickn-EZ Language ensures that language is learned
thoroughly, precisely and for a lifetime.

Proven Success: Our Name Says It All.
Versatile with uses for children as well as adults,
and portable enough to be used at home, school,
or while traveling, Quick-n-EZ Language’s product
oﬀerings include kid-friendly characters and
illustrations on colorful ﬂash cards and easy-tofollow practice charts make learning with Quick-nEZ Language tools fun and memorable for
children and their parents.
Additionally, Quick-n-EZ Language includes
weekly updates on new trends and issues in Indian
culture and heritage, including music, art, religion,
and of course – language. Not just a source of
interesting information about India, these tidbits
will also provide the learner with a full language
immersion experience to compliment their
learning with Quick-n-EZ Language’s other
products. Current updates can be found on
Facebook and Twitter pages and on our website
www.Quick-n-EZ.com.

